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1   EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

 
 

Background 
 
The ‘You Make It’ programme is a structured empowerment programme founded in 
2011 by CEO and East-End resident Asma Shah. The programme is aimed at 
unemployed and underemployed young women from East London and comprises 
of mentoring, workshops, 1-1 therapy and pastoral care, work placements, start-up 
experience, a Ladies’ Den (for enterprising women to pitch start-up ideas) and a 
graduation event.  
 
Between 2011-2018, You Make It delivered 10 programmes working with a total of 
230 women. This evaluation reports on the experiences of our 11th cohort which 
launched in Spring 2019 and examines the change in beneficiaries’ attitudes on a 
range of indicators (size of social network, size of professional network, etc) 
changing employment and benefits status, the views of mentors and the views of 
placement employers. It also reports on three case studies of individual participants’ 
experiences from this programme and three of longer term follow up case studies 
of participants from programmes that took place in 2018. 
 

Participants’ Experiences and Impacts 
 
The participants are mainly from BAME backgrounds (95 per cent), just less than half 
(46 per cent) have caring responsibilities and just over a third (36 per cent) have 
been educated to a graduate level. 
 
The programme has had a positive impact on all of the issues measured against, 
with increased average scores on all indicators at all three ‘measuring points’ (at the 
outset of the programme, in the middle, and at the end). The scores are on a range 
of 1 (negative) to 5 (most positive). The average increase across all twenty factors is 
from 2.42 at entry to the programme to 3.98 at the midpoint, up to 4.24 on 
completion.  
 
Overall, participants report an increase in confidence levels, social skills, 
communication skills, public speaking skills, negotiation skills, as well as 
improvements in work-related aspects, such as clarity on future goals and 
employment search behaviours. 
 
The proportion of participants claiming benefits has decreased from 91 per cent at 
the start of the programme to 27 per cent at the end-point. The proportion who 
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report their status as unemployed falls from 82 per cent at the start of the 
programme to 36 per cent by the end-point.  
 
 

 
A participant at a crafts workshop led by local arts organisation Magic Me. 
 

2    INTRODUCTION 

 
 

2.1 Structure of the Programme 
 
This structured empowerment programme is targeted at young unemployed and 
underemployed women from East London, recruited mainly through outreach at 
local job centres in Hackney and Tower Hamlets. A number of participants are 
referred to the programme through alumni, local organisations and bulletins for 
young people. Each programme consists of the following elements: 
 
• 6 months of 1-1 mentoring with networked and nurturing professionals; 
 
• At least 20 half-day weekly workshops led by diverse professionals that explore 

themes around confidence, wellbeing, entrepreneurship and employment. 
These rotate around a range of cultural, creative and city-based venues and work 
to create a professional network for women along with strong peer support; 
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• Access to 1-1 therapy, pastoral care and literacy support; 
 
• Short, fully-paid (or expenses-paid) work placements to build CV experience and 

increase the attractiveness of participants to future employers; 
 
• Start-up experience with Trading Places, to practice start-up and employment-

related skills; 
 
• Ladies’ Den for enterprising women to pitch start-up ideas to a panel of experts 

in order to win 12 months of business coaching, grants from Green Hat 
Foundation, access to co-working space and business start-up masterclasses; 
and 

 
• Graduation at a leading cultural or City venue where graduates speak about 

their experiences and next steps to a large networked audience of 150+ 
 
The aim of You Make It is to ensure that participants will: 
 
• Increase their social and professional networks to ensure that they are better 

supported and motivated to become successful; 
 
• Improve their levels of self-esteem and confidence so that they are driven to 

explore and embrace new opportunities; and 
 
• Increase their aspiration, skills, knowledge and experiences so they are no 

longer powerless in the face of unemployment. 
 
In addition to these participant-related objectives, it is also intended that You Make 
It: 
 
 
• Provides value for money by achieving state savings, allowing young women to 

become financially independent. 
 
Examples of beneficiary experiences of the programme can be viewed by clicking 
on the links below:  
 
The impact of YMI on participants across 6 Lottery Funded programmes between 
2016-18;  
 
Wellness and wellbeing at YMI. 
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2.2 Objectives of Evaluation 
 
The purpose of this evaluation is to measure performance and impact across two 
key areas: 
 
• The impact on beneficiaries - Outcomes and related indicators that the 

programme seeks to achieve through activities are that You Make It will: 
 

- increase the social and professional networks of women to ensure they are 
better supported and motivated to become successful. Indicators: women 
will report they are more connected, supported and motivated through a 
social network comprising other YMI peers; women will report they have a 
new professional network and understand the importance of maintaining and 
growing it over the longer term; and women will be able to give specific 
examples of how their social/ professional connections have helped them 
progress an action or opportunity. 

 
- improve the self-esteem and confidence of women so that they are driven to 

explore and embrace new opportunities. Indicators: women will report and 
demonstrate improved confidence, manifested in better social and 
communication skills, including with those from different backgrounds to 
themselves; women will be better able to recognise and describe their skills 
and attributes in interview contexts; and women will be able to speak 
powerfully and publicly to large audiences. 

 
- increase the inspiration, skills, knowledge and experiences of women so they 

are no longer powerless in the face of unemployment. Indicators: women will 
self-rate in surveys showing increases against a range of skills and knowledge 
and attitudes essential for making it in the world of employment; women will 
take part in short expenses paid work placements and/or our real hands on 
start-up project; and women will gain sustained employment, access formal 
education linked to longer- term career aspirations, or work on their own 
start-ups within 6 months of graduating. 

 
• Value for money - To what extent YMI’s programmes make state savings e.g. by 

empowering young women recruited largely from job centres to become 
financially independent; consideration of how else the programmes over the 
longer term have impact on the local economy, or other services; how the 
programme of activities compares to others in respect of costs to deliver versus 
the outcomes achieved; how what YMI does compares to ‘traditional’ state led 
funded programmes and outcomes, and to other more traditional charitable 
outcomes. 
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Participants search for healthy lunches at a workshop led by a Harley Street 
nutritionist. 
 
 

3 KEY DATA AND SURVEY RESULTS 

 
 

3.1 Beneficiaries 
 
 

Programme Entry Point Demographics 
 
At the point of joining the programme, beneficiaries were asked a number of 
questions about their background and circumstances. The key statistics are that: 
 
• The overwhelming majority (95 per cent) were from BAME backgrounds; 
 
• Nearly half (46 per cent) had caring responsibilities, with 23 per cent having 

childcare responsibilities and 23 per cent some other caring responsibility. (See 
below) 
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• Just over a third (36 per cent) are graduates at the point of embarking on the 
programme. 
 

• Most (82 per cent) indicated that they were experiencing mental health 
challenges at the outset of the programme, including anxiety and depression.  

 
 

Percentage of Participants from BAME Backgrounds 
 
 

 
Base: 22 

 
Percentage of Participants with Childcare and Other 
Responsibilities 
 

 
Base: 22 
 
 

95%

5%

From BAME backgrounds

Not from BAME backgrounds

23%

23%

54%

Childcare

Other Caring
Responsibilities

Neither
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Percentage of Participants who are Graduates 
 

 
Base: 22 

 
Mental Health Status 
 

 
Base: 22 

 
 
 
 

36%

64%

Graduates

Not Graduates

23%

23%

27%

9%

18%

Anxiety

Depression

Anxiety and depression

Multiple mental health
conditions

None
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Survey Data 
 
All 22 participants were asked to rate themselves or their experiences of a wide 
range of twenty issues on a scale from 1-5, with 1 as the most negative and 5 as the 
most positive perception.  
 
They were asked the same questions at the start, the middle and the end of the 
programme. The average score for each question across all respondents is shown 
below, for each of the 20 items covered by the survey at the start, middle, and end 
of the programme. 
 
For every one of the twenty factors, there is a clear positive impact, with an 
increased average score from the start to the middle. In 18 of the 20 items there 
was a further increase from the middle to the end. The average increase across all 
twenty factors is from 2.42 at entry to the programme to 3.98 at the midpoint, up to 
4.24 on completion.  
 
It is of interest to note that for most measures the increase from the start to the 
middle exceeds the increase which is perceived to have taken place from the 
middle to the end: clearly participants start from a relatively low base regarding 
these issues, increase rapidly and then experience further increases, but at a lower 
rate of improvement. 
 
The factor with the highest level of increase between the beginning and end of the 
programme is the perceived size of the professional network, which increases from 
an average score of 2.09 at the start of the programme to 4.57 at the end (an 
increase of 2.48 points).  
 
Other areas where the most significant improvements are reported between the 
start and the end are as follows: 
 
• Independently visiting new places, from 2.52 to 4.91 (an increase of 2.39) 
• Searching and applying for employment, from 2.32 to 4.50 (an increase of 2.18) 
• Team work, from 2.36 to 4.50 (an increase of 2.14) 
• Recognition of own skills, from 2.36 to 4.50 (an increase of 2.14) 
• Participation in local arts and culture scene, from 2.05 to 4.14 (an increase of 

2.09). 
 
The only declines recorded, fell between the middle and end of the programme, 
were in the areas of interaction with people from outside areas or background (a 
decrease from 4.77 to 4.09) and participation in local arts and culture scene (a 
decrease from 4.23 to 4.14). It’s worth noting that the end figures are all still 
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significantly higher than those from the start of the programme, but also that this 
timing coincides with the weekly workshops programme coming to an end. This 
part of the programme exposes participants to a range of creative/cultural 
organisations and professionals from diverse backgrounds.  
 

 

Start  Middle  End  

 
 
OVERALL AVERAGE INCREASE 
 

 
 
 
SOCIAL WORLD 
 
Size of Social Network (Q1) 
 

 
 
Size of Professional Network (Q2) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.24
3.98

2.42

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.34
3.61

2.50

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.57
3.95

2.09

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
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Perceived Importance of Professional Network (Q3) 
 

 
 
 
Interaction with People from Outside Area or Background (Q4) 
 

 
 
Independently Visiting New Places (Q5) 
 

 
 
Participation in Local Arts and Culture Scene (Q6) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4.09
3.86

2.64

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.09
4.77

2.34

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.91
4.00

2.52

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.14
4.23

2.05

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
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SKILLS 
 
Social Skills (Q7) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Communication Skills (Q8) 
 

 
 
Team Working (Q9) 
 

 
 
Negotiation Skills (Q10) 
 

 
Ability to Budget (Q11) 
 

4.23
3.91

2.41

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

3.95
3.86

2.76

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.50
4.18

2.36

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

3.77
3.45

2.55

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
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Public Speaking (Q12) 
 

 
 
 
PREPARING AND APPLYING FOR WORK 
 
Searching and Applying for Employment (Q13) 
 

 
 
Presentation on paper (CVs, Application Forms, etc) (Q14) 
 

 
 
Presentation at Interview (Q15) 
 

 

3.82
3.68

2.32

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.14
3.84

2.36

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.50
4.18

2.32

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.14
3.77

2.32

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.14
3.82

2.43

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
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SELF-PERCEPTION AND THE FUTURE 
 
Overall Happiness (Q16) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Confidence Levels (Q17) 
 

 
 
Recognition of Own Skills (Q18) 
 

 
 
Clarity around Future Goals (Q19) 
 

 
 
 

4.14
3.77

2.27

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.05
3.82

2.41

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.50
4.27

2.36

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

4.18
4.05

2.45

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5
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Interest in Setting up Own Business (Q20) 
 

 
 
Accessing support services 
 
A range of support services were offered to programme participants.  
 

• More than half (59 per cent) accessed therapy and an additional 14 per cent 
accessed both therapy and pastoral care; and, 
 

• Two women (9 per cent) accessed in-house literacy support services, one of 
whom found the support invaluable for structuring job applications. 

 
 

Therapy and Pastoral Care Services 
 

 
Base: 22 

 
 
 

4.64
4.59

2.86

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

59%

0%

14%

27%

Therapy

Pastoral Care

Both Therapy and Pastoral Care

Neither
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Literacy Support Services 
 

 
Base: 22 
 

Programme Completion – Pathways and Destinations 
 
Participants were asked at the start, middle and end of the programme about their 
circumstances in relation to employment and training. The key statistics are that: 
 
• There has been a dramatic decrease in the proportion of programme 

participants in receipt of benefits through the course of the programme. The 
data shows that 91 per cent of the participants were receiving benefits at the 
start of the programme, which had decreased to 32 per cent by the mid-
programme and 27 per cent by the end;  

 
• There has been a substantial change in work circumstances. At the start of the 

programme, 82 per cent of participants classed themselves as being 
unemployed, with only 18 per cent in work – all part-time and on a casual or 
voluntary basis. By the end of the programme, the proportion who were 
unemployed had fallen to 36 per cent, with 64 per cent in either part-time or full-
time work. 

 
Anecdotal evidence suggests that for the minority of participants who were in work, 
that work may have been of low quality – underemployed, often on zero-hours 
and/or casual contracts with no security or job satisfaction. The case studies also 
strongly suggest that the quality of work has improved. 
 

9%

91%

Accessed Literacy Support

Did Not Access Literacy
Support
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Participants celebrate completing the YMI programme at Graduation 

Benefits Status at Start of Programme 
 

 
Base: 22 
 
 

 
 
 

91%

9%

Claiming Benefits
Not Claiming Benefits
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Benefits Status at End-Point of Programme 
 

 
Base: 22 
 

 
Employment Status at Start of Programme 
 

 
Base: 22 
 

 
Employment Status at End-Point of Programme 
 

27%

73%

Claiming Benefits
Not Claiming Benefits

82%

18%

Unemployed
Employed Part-Time
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Base: 22 
 
These positive employment outcomes are probably linked to the experience of 
work placements throughout the programme. Whilst 36 per cent were already in 
employment (and therefore not in need of work placements), some 41 per cent had 
undertaken a work placement. Where work experiences were not taken up, this was 
due to caring responsibilities and health concerns preventing this. 

 
Participation in Work Placements During Programme 
 

 
Base: 22 

 

36%

36%

28%

Unemployed
Employed Part-Time
Employed Full-Time

41%

36%

14%

9%

Participated in a Placement
Already in Employment
Caring Responsibilities
Health Concerns
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3.2 Mentors 
 
This section presents the results of the mentor survey for those involved in 
programme. In total, 22 mentors were engaged.  
 
 

Preparedness for Role 
 
All mentors said they felt they knew what was expected of them before they started 
in their role. Overall, 21 mentors agreed that the mentor training session was either 
‘extremely’ or ‘very’ useful. 
 
 

Compatibility of the Mentor and Mentee 
 
21 out of 22 mentors (95 per cent) who took part in the programmes said that they 
felt they were a suitable match for their mentee, in terms of personality and 
interests: 
 
‘We got along.’ 
 
‘We were both into comics and gaming.’ 
 
‘We were so alike, except that I've got lots of years’ experience on her, and she 
has a young child.’ 
 
‘Same interests in the fashion world.’ 
 
‘We are both free spirits.’ 
 
However, in some cases it took some time for the relationship to develop before the 
mentor was fully convinced of the effectiveness of the match: 
 
‘Personalities seemed to be a good fit, but it took 3 sessions to really gel.’ 
 
‘It was hard to see at first as we were opposites but it soon made sense!’ 
 
 

 
Attendance and Communication around Sessions 
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21 out of 22 mentors (95 per cent) reported that their mentor regularly attended 
scheduled meetings or gave advance warning if they were unable to: 
 
‘She was even more organised than me!’ 
 
‘She was late once to a session but had a valid reason for it.’ 
 
‘There was one session that was rescheduled prior but then she forgot it herself! It 
was only when I got in touch to let her know where I was to meet that she had 
called to say she forgot.’ 
 
‘She was late one time and we nipped it in the bud.’ 

 
Despite positive results overall with regard to attendance and communication 
around mentorship sessions, some mentors indicated that it became more difficult 
to arrange meetings once mentees found employment:  
 
‘She found work early on and  didn't complete the 6 months of mentoring, but  it 
was fine.’ 
 
‘Except towards the end when she seemed to struggle.’ 
 
‘But it was hard once she found work.’ 
 
‘Sometimes as she suffered with a chronic illness and found work which got in the 
way.’ 
 

Eagerness to Learn and Actively Participate 
 
All 22 mentors (100 per cent) reported that their mentee was eager to learn and ask 
questions.  One described their mentees as ‘hungry to learn’.  
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A mentor and mentee catching up at graduation. 
 
 

Following up on Suggestions  
 
21 out of 22 mentors (95 per cent) reported that their mentee had to a large extent 
followed up suggestions made between sessions, such as thinking through issues or 
challenges and looking up courses and internships: 
 
‘She tried very hard to stay in touch and stay on top of agreed objectives.’ 
 
‘She is working on her business which is so exciting!’ 
 
‘Until she completed it.’ 
 
 
One mentor, however, commented that their mentee was less able to follow up on 
such suggestions or agreed actions: 
 
‘She found it hard to feel motivated to do so.’ 
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Demonstration of Initiative and Bringing in New 
Ideas 
 
20 out of 22 mentors (91 per cent) said that their mentee was able to demonstrate 
initiative by bringing her own ideas or research to the sessions. In several cases 
mentees required additional encouragement:  
 
‘Not always, she was only 18 so it was a bit hard for her.’ 
 
‘I would have to probe a little, but she was very forthcoming.’ 
 
‘Sometimes, other times she was a bit passive and insecure at first.’ 
 

Satisfaction with Future Plans and Next Steps 
 
The mentors were asked if they were satisfied with the future plans they made with 
their mentee – such as applying for a course, placement or job; the majority, 20 of 
22 (91 per cent) said that they were. One who was satisfied commented: 
 
'She got a job and is working on her construction business.’ 
 
The two mentors who were not satisfied explained that their mentees struggled to 
focus and take on work placements due to personal and mental health issues. 

 
Changes Experienced by Mentors 
 
All participating mentors (100 per cent) agreed that they had observed a discernible 
change in their mentees over the course of the programme, including changes in 
attitudes, confidence and motivation levels: 
 
‘She was really work ready once she found her job.’ 
 
‘She is much more confident, organised and happier.’ 
 
‘She's more confident in herself.’ 
 
‘She grew in confidence and ability to speak in English.’ 
 
One, however, still felt their mentee ‘could have achieved much more’. 
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Mentors were also asked whether they had experienced any changes in themselves 
between the start and the end of the programme. 17 out of 22 (77 per cent) 
reported that they had. A wide range of effects was reported including improved 
confidence, self-awareness, patience and empathy:  
 
‘I enjoyed the process and feel I have more to give.’ 
 
‘I feel more patient in the face of adversity.’ 
 
‘I am more willing to listen and learn from others.’ 
 
‘I am more assertive.’ 
 
‘I know how to support another person to find their inner confidence.’ 
 
‘I always knew I had people skills but this has made it all feel real and 
quantifiable!’ 
 
‘I feel much more self-aware.’ 
 
‘I feel that I can work with people from completely different backgrounds to me 
without having to change myself.’ 
 
‘I am increasingly aware of how different life can be for others in the same city.’ 
 
Several mentors also indicated that they generally felt happier and more fulfilled 
than prior to participating in the programme: 
 
‘I feel a bit happier if I am honest.’ 
 
‘I feel happier than before and more fulfilled.’ 
 
‘Just overall I feel better.’ 
 

Future Involvement 
 
19 out of 22 (86 per cent) said they would be happy to mentor again in future. Their 
comments included: 
 
‘This charity lies close to  my heart, thank you for having me involved! I will be 
mentoring again for sure!’ 
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‘Please consider me for the next 2 programmes.’ 
 
One said they would not mentor again for YMI programmes because ‘I like to try 
new projects’ and another answered that they might consider it again in the future.  
 

Staff at Publicis Sapient lead a session on CV and interview skills. 
 

 
Additional Comments 
 
All respondents were asked to add any further comments or observations in 
addition to their responses to the main body of the survey.  
A number took the opportunity to convey their appreciation for the programme and 
YMI team: 
 
‘THANK YOU! What a beautiful experience.’ 
 
‘I have found this experience to be exciting, eye-opening and extremely 
supportive. Thank you Roxi, Asma and team.’ 
 
‘I'm so glad I made the decision to try this out, it's not always been easy but 
the team have made it so much better.’ 
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3.3 Placement Employers 
 
This section presents survey feedback from 12 employers taking on interns from 
programme 7. 
 

Overall Rating of Key Skills and Outputs 
 
The survey of employers asked respondents to rate their intern on a scale of 1 to 5 
on a number of factors during the course of their placement. For all of the factors, 
an average score of more than 4.5 out of 5 was achieved. The highest scores are for 
attendance (5 out of 5) and punctuality (5 out of 5). Even the lowest-scoring factors 
(organisational skills and overall quantity of work) achieve a score of 4.82. 

 
 
Base: 12 

Suitability of Placement 
 
All 12 employers (100 per cent) agreed that their interns were a suitable match for 
their company.   
 

Eagerness to Learn 
 
All 12 employers (100 per cent) agreed that their participants were eager to learn.   
 

4.82

4.91

4.82

4.90

4.86

4.91

5.00

5.00

0.00 0.50 1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50 4.00 4.50 5.00

Quantity of work

Quality of work

Organisational skills

Written communication

Verbal communication

Social skills

Punctuality

Attendance
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Change in Participants 
 
All 12 employers (100 per cent) had observed a discernible change in the interns 
between the beginning and end of the placement in areas such as attitude, 
confidence and motivation. One commented, ‘we had to talk a bit about how to 
take on feedback but it allowed her to grow.’ 
 

Working with You Make It in the Future 
 
10 of the 12 employers said they would want to work with You Make It again in the 
future, with the remaining two unsure about their future capacity. 
 

Additional Comments 
 
Additional feedback further confirmed employers’ positive experiences with You 
Make It placements: 
 
‘What an excellent placement!’ 
 
‘She has really helped us prepare for our Christmas party which is amazing!’ 
 
‘She definitely grew in confidence.’ 
 

3.4 Trading Places and Ladies’ Den 
 
There was a high level of participation in both business initiative aspects of the 
programme. 
 
A total of eight women took part in Trading Places, a business start-up training 
project. The initiative took place at Old Spitalfields Market, where participants 
gained practical experience of a small business as well as building their confidence 
to sell, negotiate and speak publicly. Items sold include handmade dresses, a range 
of t-shirts, keyrings, custom baby-grows and postcards. 
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A participant leads on selling hand-made products at Old Spitalfields Market. 
 
 
Of Trading Places, one participant said:  
 
‘It was so much fun and it helped me realise that I have an idea that I can work 
on developing into a business one day.’  
 
And another that: 
 
‘The stall looked amazing and once I sold my first product I started to feel much 
more confident.’ 
 
In addition, ten women entered Ladies’ Den, a business pitch competition and were 
each awarded packages of support including a cash grant from Green Hat 
Foundation, free desk space at co-working hub Cuckooz Nest, masterclasses and 
business coaching.  
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A participant pitches at Ladies’ Den to win support for her decorating business. 
 
 
A judge from the Ladies’ Den panel said:  
 
“I was truly inspired hearing from the ten women pitching to the den. They’d 
clearly put a lot of effort into developing their business ideas, and all struck me 
as motivated and determined individuals, each having overcome adversity to 
get to this position.” 
 
As a result of the Ladies’ Den competition, participants are now working on creating 
prototypes of their products, developing marketing materials and strategies for the 
next 12 months. 
 
We will continue to track the progress of all winners over the coming months and 
years.  
 
 

 4 CASE STUDIES 

 
This section contains descriptions of the experiences of participants from across the 
Spring 2019. Names have been changed so that individuals cannot be identified in 
the stories presented below. In addition, a number of longer-term follow-up case 
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study interviews were conducted a year or more after completion of the 
beneficiary’s programme, which are presented at the end of this section. 
 

Francesca’s Story (Spring 2019) 
 
Francesca is passionate about art, fashion, music and travel and studied art in 
college. She has been making her own music, designing clothes, acting and 
modeling at various times in her life. Following a period of overseas travel around 
2015, Francesca started the ‘job of her dreams’, working as a fashion assistant at 
one of the largest e-commerce fashion companies in the world. However, after 6 
months, she was made redundant. During her time at work, her mental health had 
begun to sharply deteriorate; she was having panic attacks at work and losing 
weight rapidly. There were emotional events in her past that had not been properly 
addressed. Her confidence had been knocked as a result of an abusive relationship 
during her travels. On the day she left her job at the fashion house, Francesca 
literally wanted to throw herself on a train track, feeling that she had lost her sense 
of purpose. 
 
While Francesca knew that she wanted to pursue her own creative work, rather than 
work in an office job, she felt deeply depressed and lacked motivation. After losing 
her job, she moved in with her best friend, who happened to be on the YMI 
programme. ‘I would see her get up on Friday, ready to go, looking so motivated. It 
felt like I needed something like that’.   
 
Francesca was ‘blown away’ by her meeting with Roxi and felt assured that YMI 
would be a good place to help her become ‘more accountable’ to her creative 
goals. ‘After the interview with Roxi, I felt a weight off my shoulder. She was so 
transparent about herself. You see her passion. You feel confident that Roxi will be 
there step-by-step for you’.    
 
However, for Francesca, a difficult aspect of the written application is that it asks 
you to describe the situation you are in. ‘Since many of the woman applying for the 
programme are very vulnerable, writing about your pain can be very challenging.’ 
 
The therapy offered by YMI had a particularly significant impact on Francesca’s 
overall wellbeing. ‘My counsellor was a godsend. She was humane, compassionate. 
She made you see your thoughts clearer.’ 
 
Francesca was inspired by the range of professionals working in the creative sector 
who came to speak at the workshops.  ‘You see that there are people out there in 
all walks of life who deal with same stuff as you do but still show up, still find their 
happiness, and are still successful. The workshops were character-building. YMI is 
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not only about writing good CVs and finding jobs. It really gets you to explore 
creative options’. 
 
Francesca’s most memorable workshop was the one on creative writing. Francesca 
is dyslexic but that workshop enabled every woman - especially those who lacked 
confidence - to share their stories and to shine.  Overall, Francesca felt that the 
workshops provided a wealth of valuable information from practical job-seeking tips 
to confidence-building and perspectives on emotional and social challenges.  ‘I 
would not have made this much progress or confidence, I would not be who I am 
now if it was not for the programme. It gave me strength and developed me from 
young woman into a woman.’ 
 
Francesca, however, feels that it is difficult to digest all of the information imparted 
during the workshops since women are also dealing with heavy emotions rising to 
the surface. She feels that it might be useful in the future to set up an additional 
space, outside the programme, for women to recap and re-look at the handouts 
and presentations and absorb information thoroughly. 
 
Francesca’s main personal goals from the programme had been to enhance her 
ability to focus, increase her creative output, gain greater confidence and have 
clearer direction overall. During her time at YMI, Francesca worked specifically on 
creating a gender-fluid brand of clothing that uses images and texts drawn from 
well-known celebrity social media feuds. She also worked on plans to create a 
structured forum for creative people to come together to work on their ideas and to 
offer support to each other.  
 
Francesca believes that both the mentorship and ‘Ladies Den’ has greatly assisted in 
harnessing her creative ideas and opening her eyes to income-generating 
possibilities. ‘YMI helped me marry my ideas together and find focus and message. 
I am not good at 9 to 5 jobs. I have panic attacks when in front of computer all the 
time. Everywhere I was made to feel I wasn’t normal for to wanting to do the these 
(creative) things. YMI is the first place that showed me I could do things if I put my 
mind to it…that you can make money and be happy from being creative.’ 
 
Francesca graduated from the programme at the same time that she celebrated her 
30th birthday. She feels that her time at YMI marked her transition into womanhood.  
‘After doing YMI, I feel like I know who I am. At YMI I went through a transition from 
a young woman to becoming a woman.  It was the first environment I have been in 
where people would really embrace our creative gifts. I learnt to be myself, to have 
equal respect for others and to be honest without being offensive’. 
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‘I am a much happier person now. I have totally done a 360 in the way I deal with 
things. The programme and the counseling made me identify how I had been 
programmed to deal with certain emotions and things that were happening to me. 
Before, if I had a bad day, I would become self-absorbed and would self-sabotage. 
Now I have the strength and confidence to recognize those feelings and to put 
them aside. YMI genuinely allowed me to step into the shoes of the person I 
wanted to be and to be unapologetic about who I am. I feel that I became a woman 
there’. 
 
Francesca is currently working on building and marketing her T-shirt brand, which 
she hopes to launch in February 2020. She is also writing songs for her record and 
starting to organizing spaces for creative people to come together and work on 
their ideas. 
 

Jennifer’s Story (Spring 2019) 
 
Jennifer was born and raised in London to Nigerian parents. Her immigrant 
background left a particular imprint. Jennifer has always been interested in issues 
affecting black and other marginalized people and Africa’s positioning in the world, 
and chose to study international politics at university. But, in Jennifer’s second year, 
disenchantment set in. She became disillusioned with what was been taught in her 
classes and by whom, and dropped out of university. This caused her great personal 
distress since she felt she was letting herself and her family down. At the same time, 
Jennifer began to recognize that she was struggling with mental health issues in the 
form of anxiety and depression but did not know how to properly deal with these. 
Jennifer managed to enroll at university for a second time - but again failed to 
complete the degree. This weighed heavily on her. ‘I just couldn’t move past those 
2 things. It meant the end of my going to university and what might follow. I felt 
that everything in my life was on hold’.  
 
Jennifer then took on a variety of short-term, casual jobs but years were passing and 
she found she had drifted away from her original goals.  As she approached her 
30th birthday in 2018, she was at her lowest point, and looking for guidance.  ’I was 
in an abysmal way- financially, mental-health…and with no experience to enter the 
working world. It was a distressing and dark time. I felt there were no actual 
prospects. It was very much a feeling of drowning.” 
 
Around the same time, Jennifer found out about the programme and was invited in 
for an interview. ‘’All that was being offered there looked amazing on the website… 
the free therapy, yoga and empowerment. There was a picture of a previous cohort 
and it was majority black woman. That was different, it was a tick for me.’ 
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Jennifer says that she made a point of entering the programme with ‘an open heart, 
willing to try everything out’. ‘I can honestly say that the workshops, mentorship, 
therapy, Trading Places and pitching practice all impacted on me and directly 
helped me to get to where I am now. I constantly recommend YMI. I don’t call it an 
employment scheme but a women’s empowerment scheme. Through the 
programme you get more empowered to find more of your authentic self that 
might have been robbed by the job search, by having tried things and failing, or by 
thinking should have been at a certain point by a certain age. The programme 
feeds you.’ 
 
Jennifer had always been skeptical about the value of therapy, feeling that she 
would be told things she already knew about herself. But her views have since 
changed. ‘The therapy was amazing. It was not about fixing me but making things 
clear and helping me to find solutions and helping me to stay on track. I highly 
recommend it and plan to stay with it even after YMI’.  
 
Early on in the programme, Jennifer shared some of her creative, entrepreneurial 
ideas with her mentor and with other women on the programme. One of these 
ideas revolved around a card game for children that would ‘uncover hidden 
histories and hidden figures’. Tied closely to her interests, the card game aims to 
challenge white-male dominated narratives of histories - in a fun and less 
confrontational way.  
 
Jennifer attributes the development of her card game to the honest, focused and 
nurturing responses that she received from her mentor and from the women at YMI. 
‘My mentor was very present, engaged with my ideas, was pro-active, positive and 
helped me to focus, and pitch. The support that I got from all the other women 
quieted the voices of doubt in me.’ 
 
Trading Places further encouraged Jennifer to think with a ‘business-head’ and to 
present and market her card game to the public more effectively in a highly 
competitive market.  Jennifer plans to pursue her card game in the upcoming 
months. 
 
Jennifer received valuable information from the workshops in respect of CVs, 
interviews, pitching and maintaining personal and professional boundaries but also 
feels that ‘just hearing all the wonderful stories of resilience and passion from those 
who came to address the group….and the fact that they were so willing to share 
their information, to speak and connect outside of the workshops made a lasting 
impact’. 
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Jennifer further feels that the workshops have equipped her to navigate new 
environments and situations. ‘The amazing thing is that many of them were held in 
different parts of London and I had to learn how to get to new places and meet new 
people and also enter posh establishments that I would never have felt comfortable 
before. I realize now that I have started a new job, that I am able to enter new or 
unpredictable situations, feel calm, and feel that I have a right to be there. That’s 
the great thing about the programme. It does stretch you but in a way that to me 
felt organic and you don’t realize just how much stuff they are preparing you for”.  
 
A month before her time at YMI ended, Jennifer got a 12-month work placement at 
the National Trust’s Museum School.  She is responsible for presenting the 
museum's collections and running events in a way that ‘re-tells stories, opens up 
new narratives and engages new audiences’. This is directly in line with her passion 
and interests. She also plans to develop and market her heritage-based care game 
in appropriate platforms linked to the Museum. Jennifer is keen to be part of the 
museum’s movement of change, and ensure that many more black women are 
involved in programming and marketing within the heritage sector, and that it is 
‘not just a fad’. 
 
“I know for a fact that without YMI I would not have gotten that job. It’s not self-
deprecating to say that. From the first day at YMI, where we got to stand up and 
talk about who we are and what we were doing to then doing the pitching session 
and the workshop that gave us tips on doing job interviews and writing our CVs . All 
the way through from that first day, my self-confidence was brewing.  She feels that 
the YMI team gave her vital support to assist with the job application from practical 
tips to organizing a literacy coach (she has dyslexia), to sourcing a suitable outfit for 
the interview and being and being a sounding board for interview practice. 
 
“I honestly think that YMI should be studied. It is a model that any educational 
environment should have because it puts you in a growth mindset and then it also 
supports you. I think it is so successfully because they really care about every aspect 
of what might be affecting a woman and her progress. I can’t say enough good 
things about YMI”. 
 

Melisa’s Story (Spring 2019) 
 
Melisa grew up in a small town in Oxfordshire and moved to London when she was 
18 to fulfil her dream of becoming a dancer. Following 3 years at dance school, she 
auditioned for various dance and theatre productions while also working as a bar-
host and part-time receptionist in order to cover her monthly bills. Melisa soon 
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decided that she should also pursue her passion for yoga and managed to get 
herself to India to take a month-long yoga course that would allow her to teach. 
 
During Melisa’s time in India, she realized that she was extremely exhausted and 
was suffering from ‘burnout’. When she returned to London, she felt emotionally 
and physically unable to deal with difficult situations, and ended up breaking down 
during one of her ‘method acting’ classes. There were also certain aspects of her 
childhood, that lay just ’beneath the surface’, affecting her mental health. She felt 
that her lack of confidence and self-belief were affecting her ability to audition for 
dance and acting roles, and that she was not making her progress in her chosen 
creative field. Melisa, however managed to get part-time work temping as a PA. 
 
Soon thereafter, she won a competition and was offered a placement at a 
prestigious advertising company, despite having no relevant work experience. Here, 
she learnt a great deal about the advertising business and the relationship between 
culture and advertising. However, over time, Melisa began to struggle at work; the 
masculinist environment and lifestyle associated with advertising were taking its toll. 
Her colleagues were very outspoken and opinionated, and she felt that that she 
could not articulate her ideas promptly and confidently.  ‘There was something 
ingrained in them that was not ingrained in me. I felt that I was losing my voice.’ 
She became noticeably subdued at work and ended up leaving. 
 
‘I was at a low point and needed help. I wanted to sort out why I could be in a room 
full of people but I could not voice my opinions and ideas’.  Around this time, 
Melisa saw an advert for YMI in an advertising bulletin and felt that it could provide 
the help and support that she needed. She was struck by the intimacy of the 
interview and the genuine interest YMI showed in her as a person of colour.  ‘I 
remember being asked questions about my background and my family. I talked 
about the circumstances under which I grew up and I felt they understood the 
things that I wanted to be known for. My background is a big part of my voice.’   
 
Melisa attend YMI from May to September 2019, and was impressed by the range 
of activities it offered.  The mentorship was important as it empowered her to reflect 
on ways in which she could blend her interests, passion and work experience into a 
financially viable career. ‘With dance and art, you can often be dreamy and 
imaginative but not do practical things to follow through.  My mentor was a 
business and sales consultant for Microsoft. We started out talking about my big 
picture, my dreams. She then helped me to think practically about how to achieve 
that’.  
 
During the mentorship, she and her mentor worked out a plan to build a yoga 
business that would specifically incorporate her love for dance.  They discussed 
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ideas, concepts, brand guidelines, e-mail templates, websites and social media 
campaigns. Melisa’s vision for her yoga business emphasizes qualities of movement, 
vibrancy, dynamism and the act of ‘waking up and coming alive’ - in contrast to the 
idea of ‘stilllness’ that yoga is usually associated with. ‘ She uses the phrase ‘living 
colourfully’ to capture her vision. 
 
At an overall level, Melisa ‘loved the variety of YMI  - from emotional support and 
therapy to functional help such as writing cover letters and CVs to the practice on 
pitching professional ideas, and getting to the core of what to send out to people 
to build a business.’  
 
Melisa was also inspired by the various speakers who addressed them at weekly 
workshops. ‘Hearing what they've been through and what they’ve achieved really 
made a big impact at a time when I felt that I had completely failed and when I was 
feeling up and down.’ She particularly enjoyed the ‘sales and negotiating’ 
workshop, and confidence-building workshops.  
 
Furthermore, she was emboldened by YMI’s practice of getting women to discuss 
the workshops each week. Melisa grew up as the ‘odd-one out’ in a majority white 
town in Oxfordshire. ‘The experience of being at YMI was life-changing and vital 
because when I grew up, I always felt different. But at YMI, I found myself in an 
environment where I felt comfortable to articulate my opinion. It made me care less 
about what people think of me because I felt that I was worth listening to..and that 
all our opinions counts. At YMI, we were encouraged to express our views. The 
feedback that I got in class, speaking to Asma and Roxi ... seeing my views being 
taken into account, being told that I was intelligent… changed how I felt’. 
 
Melisa feels particularly positive about the therapy sessions she had during her time 
at YMI. ‘I had done some therapy before YMI, but at those times, I was not able to 
talk about things. During therapy (at YMI), I got to the point where I could talk and 
reflect on what lead me to the point of not being able to work…’ 
 
Soon after completing YMI in September 2019, Melisa moved back temporarily to 
her family home in Oxfordshire. She currently gives 6 yoga classes a week which she 
travels to London for.  She continues to audition for acting/dance roles. In the 
upcoming weeks, she plans to spend further time on marketing and growing her 
yoga brand and also hopes that - with the further support of YMI, she will have 
more concrete opportunities to give yoga classes in workplaces and other 
professional or social spaces.  
 
‘While things have not all fallen perfectly into place, I feel I can get there and that I 
am on the right track. Before YMI, I realized I had lost track of what I’d wanted. I felt 
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that I lost the ability to dream, and lost my ability to express my voice. 
I will never allow myself to be in that place. YMI allowed me to reflect on where I 
was in my life and it gave me strength again. I am excited about what may 
happen…” 
 
 

Yolanda’s Story (1 year follow-on from cohort 8) 
 
Since completing the YMI programme in February 2018, Yolanda has worked as a 
freelance journalist for a range of publications, including Grazia Magazine, New 
Magazine and Blacpire, while also doing part-time work at a welfare organization 
assisting homeless people.  She has provided editorial assistance, pitched story 
ideas and written her own pieces mainly on cultural and social topics.  Yolanda will 
continue to do freelance journalism work, but hopes to secure a full-time job 
preferably at a magazine focusing on issues facing women of colour. 
 
Yolanda’s professional goals were clear to her well before she began the YMI 
programme. She had already completed a degree in journalism and knew that she 
wanted to write, preferably for magazines. However, Yolanda felt unequipped to 
navigate the world of work and unsure about how to present herself to prospective 
employers. ‘YMI 100% helped me to get where I am now.  It built my confidence, 
gave me support at a particularly difficult time in my life and got me to interact with 
the right people. Before YMI, I had 2 job interviews for the entire year. After YMI, I 
had 10 interviews on different jobs. YMI made a huge difference’.   
 
The mentorship at YMI had - and continues to have - a major impact on Yolanda’s 
professional development as well as on her own feelings of self-worth. “My mentor 
was amazing. She read over my cover letters, helped me to polish my CV and to 
articulate what I could do.  She took me to industry events and shared her contacts. 
Nancy saw my potential. We are still in touch. Whenever there is a time that I doubt 
myself, I speak to Nancy and it pulls me up, she reminds me how far I have come. 
Talking to her makes me feel different about myself.’ 
 
Yolanda’s participation in the programme coincided with a particularly difficult time 
in her life - just two weeks into it, she experienced an unexpected, personal 
tragedy, followed by the death of a close family member. ‘I didn’t know whether I 
should stop or finish the programme.  I called Roxi and explained what had 
happened. She was really supportive and wanted to arrange to have someone talk 
to me. She organized a counsellor, which I really appreciated as it helped me 
immensely during this time (when) one thing after another was going wrong’.   
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Yolanda feels that YMI offers a unique level of ‘individualized care’, which 
specifically helps to raise the confidence levels of people from marginalized 
communities. ‘When you are from a certain demographic and background there are 
several things which take away your confidence. We are surrounded by an 
expectation from the media and society that you will have a baby and live in a 
council estate for your whole life and not aspire to anything further and so many of 
us lack confidence.  Then for me, there were also personal factors. My dad was very 
negative about me and I am critical of myself. Asma and Roxi pushed me to do the 
best I can and be the best I can be. If any of us did not turn up, they would call us 
up to see if we were okay. There was always one-to-one-care.  They rated each of 
us.’ 
 
Yolanda feels that the workshops specifically improved her public speaking abilities, 
helped to facilitate her entry into the professional world and strengthened her 
confidence. While she has grown up in a diverse neighbourhood in London, being 
able to hear and reflect on the stories of other women at the workshops has 
broadened her experiences. “YMI improved my communication skills, prepped me 
better for the working world and also helped me to be more confident. I am also a 
lot more patient now. I am just very grateful that they helped me in my life.’ 
 
Yolanda hopes to return to YMI as a mentor and share her experiences with other 
women. ‘With each year, the program become stronger and stronger and I see 
Asma and Roxi doing what they can do to their very full potential. They are giving 
people information and resources to help them succeed and introducing them to 
new people. YMI gives you positive -can -do attitude.  I know what I want to do in 
my life and I would have not been able to get this far it wasn’t for the mentors and 
YMI.  They genuinely care while you are there and after you finish.’ 
 

Nova’s Story (1 year follow-on from cohort 9) 
 
When Nova completed a master’s degree in journalism in 2015, she felt highly 
positive about her work prospects.  ‘I believed that I would come out of university 
and get a job, and get it easily. I had a plan for my life.’ However, the ‘job search 
was disheartening’, and she soon began to ‘lose confidence and feel despondent’ 
about her future. She applied for jobs at various news houses and publications, 
traveled up and down the UK doing interviews, but was unable to secure a full-time 
job. During this time, she mainly did ‘loads of internships’. 
 
Nova heard about YMI from the Facebook group ‘Social Fixt’ - which advertises jobs 
for people from diverse background who want to enter the creative industries. But, 
she did not think of applying.  ‘I got to a mindset where I thought this was probably 
one more thing I will apply for but not get.’  However, a friend convinced her to 
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apply. While she found that the application process was a relatively straight-forward 
one, she would have preferred a ‘one on one’ interview over a ‘group interview’. It 
was hard for her to open up about herself in front of others at a time when she was 
feeling defeated because of the job search.  
 
Nova participated in the YMI programme from January to July 2018.  One of her 
personal aims was to understand why she was finding it so difficult to secure a 
suitable job despite people telling her that she was a good writer and that she 
would easily succeed on the professional job market. 
 
Nova feels that YMI gave her an important insight into the mainstream world of 
journalism and prompted her to revisit her job-seeking strategy. ‘YMI opened my 
eyes to the biases in the world. Journalism is a very white dominated field and it can 
be hard for people of diverse backgrounds to get into the industry. Before YMI, I 
did not take biases into account.  But hearing about other people’s experiences 
and talking about my own, made me see that the biases do play a part. I had been 
going for traditional (media) roles and YMI showed me that I should go not only for 
traditional roles but also online and passion-based ones.’ 
 
Nova struggles with procrastination and feels that the YMI mentorship program 
helped in a variety of concrete ways. ‘It was good to get a mentor to help day by 
day. My mentor worked for TED talks and had written for different publications. We 
formed a bond, met up quite a lot, made plans. She helped me with applications 
and encouraged me to develop and push forward my blog idea’ 
 
At a personal level, Nova benefited from the opportunity to enter various work 
spaces during the YMI workshops. ‘Seeing people of color working in cool spaces, 
growing and thriving in their positions made me feel that this could happen, that it 
was possible to work at these places’.  
 
Relationships with specific workshop speakers proved to have tangible, longer-
lasting advantages. The speaker (Roshni Goyate – Co-Founder of The Other Box), 
for example, who gave a workshop on copywriting and freelancing, directly assisted 
Nova with applications and contacts.  During this workshop, it also became clear to 
Nova that she wanted to pursue a career specifically in copywriting.  
 
Nova was highly impressed with the speaker from Publicis Sapient, whom she 
approached after the workshop. They kept in contact and the speaker subsequently 
introduced her to two creative directors at the company. This resulted in a 7-month 
copywriting job at Publicis Sapient immediately after YMI, which was ‘an amazing 
experience’. 
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The Therapy/Pastoral care assisted Nova in dealing with anxiety attacks mainly as a 
result of confusion around career issues.  On the whole, Nova feels that YMI played 
a major role in tackling her sense of self- doubt that had resulted from repeated job 
rejections. ‘I felt that if you can’t get a job it means that you are not good enough.’   
However, ‘through therapy, the workshops, which gave us exposure, gave us 
contacts, through being invited to a few events….and getting yourself out there 
and seeing what other people do and that you can do what they are doing…all of it 
helped my confidence …I feel closer to my career goals’. 
 
Nova further believes that YMI has significantly expanded her professional range. 
Before YMI, she had mainly been doing internships. ‘In my, mind I thought that I 
couldn’t be a freelancer as I did not have experience. My mentor showed me that 
this was not so and that I was holding myself back. Before YMI I was in a bubble 
and out of the loop. I was applying aimlessly. I thought I knew what I wanted to do 
but not really. At YMI, we were put in environments, connected to people and we 
could see what we should be working towards.  If I had not done YMI, I probably 
would not  be where I am. Now I present myself for freelance roles. I am able to 
think of myself as a writer. Before I thought I was not good enough for this. If you 
limit yourself, you can’t make certain dreams happen.’ 
 
 
At an overall level, Nova credits YMI for increasing her self-belief and general 
happiness. ‘I wish I had this (YMI) earlier…after I finished university. People can 
really benefit from it. Especially with being a person of colour as you don’t get 
given these sorts of opportunities but at YMI we went to events and saw how far 
people in the industry have come. They have also had struggles and they share with 
you how they got there. I feel much happier after doing YMI.’ 
 
Since completing the YMI programme and working as copywriting editor at Publicis 
Sapient, Nova has been working as a receptionist at an advertising agency, while 
also presenting herself for freelance copywriting work. Ideally, she hopes to get 
back fully into the copywriting field, and is starting the process of looking for full-
time copywriting work, while also developing her blog. ‘I want to keep building and 
growing’.  
 
Update: Nova is now working as a Creative Copywriter at a leading news agency. 
 
 

Clarissa’s Story (1 year follow-on from cohort 9) 
 
After completing the programme in mid-2018 Clarissa enrolled for a degree in 
Media production and is now in her second year Clarissa attributes the decision to 
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throw herself wholeheartedly into her media degree to YMI. ‘If I had not done YMI, I 
would have felt stuck and doubted that I would have gone to university. I would 
have carried on with my bad habits and being so pessimistic. It often takes 
someone from the outside to notice your negative habits and to change them.’   
 
After completing school, Clarissa was uncertain about whether to focus on 
marketing, video-making or photography and what studying and working in these 
respective fields would practically entail. She also felt that she lacked the strength 
and confidence to proceed, she started to ‘feel that everything in life was going 
wrong’. At 18, she felt the pressure of having to support herself but her job 
applications were met with rejections. She was constantly fighting with her parents 
who did not understand her decision to not go straight to university.  ‘I was 
stagnating, not moving, and while everyone else was seemed to know what they 
were doing, I was just confused’. 
 
At one of the job interviews she attended, Clarissa met a fellow interviewee, who 
told her about an ‘awesome’ programme she had recently been on - You Make it.  
Clarissa returned home, researched the programme online and immediately 
applied. She felt that the interview with YMI was something that on its own gave her 
a personal boost at a difficult time in her life. ‘Roxi focused on me as a human being 
and what I wanted for myself rather than what I could bring to someone else. It was 
just different to any other interview I’ve had’. 
 
Clarissa feels that the mentorship at YMI gave her an inside view into the media 
landscape and was crucial in helping to clarify her intended study and career path. 
Her mentor gave hands-on training on various elements of the video-making 
process, which steadily gave her greater confidence in writing, story-boarding and 
editing as well as a clearer sense of what various media jobs entailed. During the 
mentorship, Clarissa completed her own 10-minute documentary on knife-crime in 
London. 
 
Clarissa’s 2 month ‘work placement’ helped her ‘break into a new circle of people’ 
working in the media field. Her networks expanded considerably as she attended a 
variety of media-related events across London and was introduced to diverse media 
professionals. She learnt new technical skills in video-production and feels much 
more confident about entering the professional world once she completes her 
degree. 
 
“After my YMI work experience, I’ve become more comfortable in doing new kinds 
of work. Before that, I had the mindset that I would only do specific things. There 
was no leeway. And that left for little room for my own development. Now I am 
much more open to putting myself out there. I am willing to take more risks and not 
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just do stuff I am familiar with. I have the confidence to do so. Before, I would 
always underrate my ability, and would be applying for jobs in the dark. But now I 
know not only where to reach out to, I also have the confidence to do it.  Having 
this confidence also makes me feel motivated; I feel I can achieve my own goals 
and don’t need to wait for a single company and person to help me.’ 
 
As part of her degree in media studies, Clarissa is required to undertake practical 
work - and she plans to do this at a media production company that she 
encountered during her time at YMI. 
 
Finally, at a deeper personal level, Clarissa credits the YMI programme for 
fundamentally changing her view on how she approaches adversity in her daily life: 
 
‘Before YMI, I felt that the world was against me. With all the negative things 
happening to me - the job rejections and ongoing back and forth with my family, I 
felt only pessimistic. But through therapy, I was able to change my perception of 
things that were happening in my life. Before, I would only just look at the bad side 
and that was really it. With therapy, I could see that negative things happened, but 
also look at the good things happening. Now I feel more lightweight … if i had 
continued to take everything to heart, I would have destroyed myself. I know that I 
still have a long way to go to achieve proper happiness. But I have lost the feeling 
that there is a dark cloud hanging over me. Being at YMI has brought me 
perspective and taught me to adapt to any changes in plan with the current 
resources I have.’ 
 
5 MEASURING ECONOMIC IMPACT 

 
This section considers the extent to which the You Make It programme achieves 
value for money, by which we mean the extent to which it empowers its 
beneficiaries to become financially independent and not (or less) dependent on 
benefits. Our approach is a simplified Cost Benefit Analysis (CBA). In essence a CBA 
(i) identifies all the benefits and costs associated with an intervention, (ii) puts a 
value on each of these costs and benefits and (iii) assesses the relative balance of 
each. We have applied this to the programme and show our estimates below. 
 

 
Costs 
 
The assumed cost of the programme is the total cost of the You Make It 
organisation, which includes all central staff (wages, national insurance costs, 
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pension contributions, etc) and non-staff costs (office costs, etc). As running the 
programme is the only activity of You Make It, this is equivalent to the company’s 
annual turnover which is £201,344. 
 
As there are two cohorts a year, which needs to be pro-rated, and leads to the cost 
of a single cohort of £100,672. The total number of participants for the cohort was 
22, making the cost of each individual place £4,576. 
 
There are other costs to the programme, including the value of the contributors 
(e.g. workshop speakers and mentors) but these costs have not been included. To 
the extent that there are costs to the You Make It programme (e.g. individuals being 
paid a fee, rent on market stalls, etc) these will already be included in the turnover 
figure given above. There is an argument that time given pro bono should be 
costed and included, but we have regarded this as a ‘free good’ and not included 
this as a cost. 
 

Benefits 
 
Benefits can be either direct or indirect. The main benefits we have identified here 
are: 
 

• reductions in state benefit payments;  
• reductions in costs of treatment for mental health issues; and  
• the receipt of wages.  

 
 
Wider benefits have not been included. These benefits, including societal benefits 
accrue because people in work are, for example, less likely to become ill and use 
the health services and also less likely to become involved in anti-social or criminal 
behaviour, which reduces costs to the criminal justice system. While evaluations and 
CBAs of very large Government programmes can, and often do, include estimates 
of these wider benefits the number of participants on some of these national 
interventions commonly number in the thousands, where more reliable estimates of 
the extent and value of these wider benefits can be estimated. 
 
We have followed standard practice in that we have estimated the ‘outcome’ of the 
participants after six months. Estimating the impact based on status immediately 
after the individuals have left the programme is not normally considered to be 
robust as there is no evidence that the changed behaviour has been maintained.  
 
We also need to consider over what period the benefit should be claimed as being 
due to the programme. Obviously, projecting it too far forward would not be 
credible – even if the change is maintained, the extent to which changed behaviours 
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can be accredited to the programme or to other intervening life experiences 
becomes difficult to determine. We therefore include in the estimates below values 
resting on two assumptions that (i) the actual benefits accrue for a year since the 
programme ended and (ii) the benefits are maintained for three years. 
 

Reductions in benefits 
 
Our data tells us that at the start of programme 7, 20 of the 22 participants (91 per 
cent) were in receipt of State Benefits. At the end of the programme, this number 
has reduced to 6 (27 per cent). 
 
On the assumption that the individuals would have been receiving basic benefit 
payments (at an assumed rate of £70 per week), we calculate that the total yearly 
benefit payments being received by all the participants at the start of the 
programme was £72,800. With the reduction in the numbers of participants 
receiving benefits, this reduces to £21,840. This indicates an annual benefit saving 
of £50,960, or a 3-yearly benefit saving of £152,880. 
 

Number on benefits at start of programme 20 

Average benefit receipt (yearly) £3,640 

Total benefits paid £72,800 

  

Number on benefit at end of programme 6 

Average benefit receipt (yearly) £3,640 

Total benefits paid £21,840 

  

Annual benefit savings £50,960 

  

3 years of benefit savings £152,880 
 
 

Reductions in costs of treatment for mental health 
issues 
 
The interviews which have taken place for the case studies (see Section 5) suggest 
that a significant number of participants in the programme were suffering from 
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mental health issues (ranging from anxiety to depression) before starting, many of 
which were overcome by engagement in the programme. We are therefore 
including in the CBA the reductions in costs of treatment for these mental health 
issues. 
 
Our assumptions, based on participants’ self-declaration, are that 18 of the 22 
participants (82 per cent) were suffering from some form of mental health issue. The 
average cost of treatment for depression has been estimated at £2,085, including 
direct health and social care costs1. On an annual basis, the savings in health care 
costs is £37,530, or £112,590 if applied to a 3-year period. 
 
 

Number with mental health issue at the start of the programme 18 

Cost of health care per individual £2,085 

  

Annual health care savings £37,530 

  

3 years of health care savings £112,590 
 
 

Increase in Wages 
 
At the start of the programme, 18 per cent of the participants were employed and 
82 per cent unemployed. By the end of the programme the proportion who were 
employed had increased to 64 per cent.  
 
The average monthly wage for the six women employed on a full-time basis at the 
end of the programme was £1,053. The average monthly wage for the eight women 
employed on a part-time basis was £661. Average earnings overall at the end of 
programme 7 were therefore £857. If we apply this income level to the increase in 
employment, the yearly increase in wages is £102,855, with the 3-yearly increase in 
wages being £308,565. 
 

Number employed at the programme start 4 

Number employed at the end of the 
programme 

14 

 
1 Paying the Price: the cost of mental health care in England to 2026, P McCrone, A Dhanasiri, A Patel, M Knapp 
and S Lawton-Smith, Kings Fund, 2008 
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Increase in employment 10 

Average wage £857 

Increase in yearly wages £102,855 

3 year increase in wages £308,565 

 
 

Balance of Costs and Benefits 
 
The balance of costs and benefits of the cumulated cohorts are shown in the table 
below. On the basis of the assumptions we have outlined above, the benefits 
exceed the costs by a factor of 1.90 if the benefits are accrued for a single year, or a 
factor of 5.70 if the benefits are assumed to accrue for 3 years. 
 

 Yearly 3 yearly 

Costs for Spring 2019 Programme £100,672 £302,016 

Benefits   

 Reduction in benefit  £50,960 £152,880 

 Reduction in health care costs £37,530 £112,590 

 Increase in wages £102,855 £308,565 

 Total benefits £191,345 £574,035 

Cost/benefit ratio 1.90 5.70 
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6 APPENDICES 

 
APPENDIX A: PROGRAMME ENTRY PARTICIPANT SURVEY 

 
 

2019 Programme Entry Participant Survey  
About you 
 

How old are you?  

 
 

Do you a have degree? Yes  No  

 
 

Are you currently in 
employment? 

Yes  No  

 
 

If you are currently in 
employment, when did you start 
in your current job? 

Month      Year  

 

Are you currently in education? Yes  No  

 
 

Are you currently on any 
benefits? (JSA, Income Support, 
Universal Credit, Housing, PIP 
etc) 
 

Yes  No  
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Your social world 
 
How happy are you with the current size and make up of your social network (your 
group of friends)? 
 

Very happy Quite happy Neither 
happy nor 
unhappy 

Quite 
unhappy 

Very 
unhappy 

     

 
 
How happy are you with the current size and make up of your work or professional 
network? 
 

Very happy Quite happy Neither 
happy nor 
unhappy 

Quite 
unhappy 

Very 
unhappy 

     

 
 
How important do you see your professional network in terms of your pursuing your 
current goals and interests? 
 

Very 
important 

Quite 
important 

Neither 
important nor 
unimportant 

Not very 
important 

Not at all 
important 

     

 
 
How often do you interact socially with people from outside your social and cultural 
background? 
 

Very often Quite often Occasionally Very 
occasionally 

Never 
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How confident do you feel to visit new places independently? 
 

Very 
confident 

Quite 
confident 

Fairly 
confident 

Not very 
confident 

Not at all 
confident 

     

 
 
 
How much do you participate in the arts and cultural scene in your area? 
 

Very much Quite a lot From time to 
time 

Occasionally Not at all  

     

 
 
 
Your skills 
 
How would you currently rate your social skills? 
 

Excellent Very good Neither good 
nor poor 

Poor Very poor  

     

 
 
How would you currently rate your communication skills? 
 

Excellent Very good Neither good 
nor poor 

Poor Very poor  
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How would you currently rate your ability to work in a team? 
 

Excellent Very good Neither good 
nor poor 

Poor Very poor  

     

 
 
How would you currently rate your negotiation skills? 
 

Excellent Very good Neither good 
nor poor 

Poor Very poor  

     

 
 
How would you currently rate your budgeting skills (both personally and 
professionally) 
 

Excellent Very good Neither good 
nor poor 

Poor Very poor  

     

 
 
How would you currently rate your skills in public speaking or presenting? 
 

Excellent Very good Neither good 
nor poor 

Poor Very poor  

     

 
 
 
Preparing and applying for work 
 
How well prepared do you feel generally for seeking and applying for employment? 
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Very well Quite well Fairly well Not very well Not at all well 

     

 
 
 

How well do you feel you currently present yourself on paper (eg application forms, 
CVs and covering letters)? 
 

Very well Quite well Fairly well Not very well Not at all well 

     

 
 
How well do you feel you currently present yourself at interview? 
 

Very well Quite well Fairly well Not very well Not at all well 

     

 
 
How you feel about yourself and the future 
 
How happy do you generally feel at the moment? 
 

Very happy Quite happy Fairly happy Quite 
unhappy 

Very 
unhappy 
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How self-confident do you generally feel at the moment? 
 

Very self-
confident 

Quite self-
confident 

Fairly self-
confident 

Not very self-
confident 

Not at all self-
confident 

     

 
 
How optimistic do you currently feel about reaching your hopes and goals in the 
future? 
 

Very 
optimistic 

Quite 
optimistic 

Fairly 
optimistic 

Quite 
optimistic 

Very 
optimistic 

     

 
 
How clear do you feel generally about your future goals and how to achieve them? 
 

Very clear Quite clear Fairly clear Quite clear Very clear 

     

 
 
How interested are you in potentially setting up your own business in the future? 
 

Very 
interested 

Quite 
interested 

Fairly 
interested 

Quite 
interested 

Very 
interested 

     

 
 

THAT’S IT FOR NOW. THANK YOU! 
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APPENDIX B: MENTOR SURVEY 
 
 

2019 Mentor Survey 
 
1. Did you feel you fully understood what was expected of you as a 

mentor before you took on the role? 
 
Yes   No 
 
If no, please explain how or why you felt unclear and whether you felt 
any clearer by the end of the programme. 
 
________________________________________________________________ 
 
2. How useful did you find the mentor training session? 
 

Extremely 
useful 

Very useful Quite useful Not very 
useful 

Not at all 
useful 

     

 
 
3. Did you feel you were a suitable match for your mentee? 
 
Yes   No 
 
4 Did your mentor regularly attend scheduled meetings or give you 

advance warning if they were unable to? 
 
Yes   No 
 
5. Was your mentor eager to learn and actively ask questions? 
 
Yes   No 
 
6. Did your mentee generally follow up any suggestions or actions you 

agreed between sessions (eg thinking through issues or challenges, 
researching courses or internship opportunities?) 
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Yes   No 
 
 
7. Did your mentee demonstrate initiative, for example by bringing 

their own ideas, questions, or research to meetings? 
 
Yes   No 
 
8. Were you generally satisfied with any future plans you agreed with 

your mentee (eg applying for a course, placement or job?) 
 
Yes   No 
 
9. Did you notice a discernible change in your mentee between the 

beginning and end of the programme (eg in attitude, confidence, or 
motivation)? 

 
Yes   No 
 
 
10. Did you notice a change in yourself between the beginning and 

the end of the programme? 
 
Yes   No 
 
If yes, please tell us more: 
 
 
 

 
11. Would you be willing to mentor again in future programmes of 

You Make It? 
 
Yes   No 
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APPENDIX C: EMPLOYER PLACEMENT SURVEY 
 
 

2019 Employer Placement Survey 
 
4. How would you rate the intern’s overall performance in respect of 

each of the following key skills and outputs? 
 

 Very 
good 

Good Acceptable Poor Very 
poor 

Attendance      

Punctuality      

Social skills      

Verbal 
communication 

     

Written 
communication 

     

Organisational 
skills 

     

Overall quality 
of output 

     

Overall quantity 
of output 

     

 
 
 
5. Did you feel the intern was a suitable match for your company? 
 
Yes   No 
 
6. Was the intern generally eager to learn? 
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Yes   No 
 
7. Did you notice a discernible change in the intern between the 

beginning and end of the placement (eg in attitude, confidence, or 
motivation)? 

 
Yes   No 
 
8. Would you be willing to offer a placement again in future 

programmes of You Make It? 
 
Yes   No 
 
9. Is there anything else you would like to add on your experience of 

providing a placement opportunity for You Make It? 


